TURNER PRIZE 2021 SHORTLIST ANNOUNCED
#TURNERPRIZE
Tate Britain today announced the shortlist for Turner Prize 2021: Array Collective, Black Obsidian
Sound System, Cooking Sections, Gentle/Radical, and Project Art Works. An exhibition of their
work will be held at the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum in Coventry from 29 September 2021 to 12
January 2022 as part of the UK City of Culture 2021 celebrations. The winner will be announced on 1
December 2021 at an award ceremony at Coventry Cathedral covered on the BBC.
This is the first time a Turner Prize jury has selected a shortlist consisting entirely of artist
collectives. All the nominees work closely and continuously with communities across the breadth of
the UK to inspire social change through art. The collaborative practices selected for this year’s
shortlist also reflect the solidarity and community demonstrated in response to the pandemic.
Alex Farquharson, Director of Tate Britain and Chair of the Turner Prize jury, said: “One of the great
joys of the Turner Prize is the way it captures and reflects the mood of the moment in contemporary
British art. After a year of lockdowns when very few artists have been able to exhibit publicly, the
jury has selected five outstanding collectives whose work has not only continued through the
pandemic but become even more relevant as a result.”
Francis Nielsen, Cultural & Creative Director of Culture Coventry, said: “We are incredibly excited to
work with the five collectives to present their work at the Herbert as part of UK City of Culture 2021.
We pride ourselves on our socially engaged programme, rooted in and relevant to our local
communities – something echoed by the practice of each collective. This selection of artists and the
timing of this Turner Prize presents us with the opportunity to do something truly exceptional.”
ARRAY COLLECTIVE
Array Collective is a group of Belfast-based artists who create collaborative actions in response to
issues affecting Northern Ireland. Their work encompasses performances, protests, exhibitions and
events. The jury commended the way Array Collective fuse seriousness with humour, and address
contemporary issues using ancient folk imagery. Recent projects include public artworks in support of
the decriminalization of abortion in Northern Ireland, challenging legislative discrimination of the queer
community, and participation in the group exhibition Jerwood Collaborate! in London.
BLACK OBSIDIAN SOUND SYSTEM
Black Obsidian Sound System (B.O.S.S.) is a London-based collective which works across art, sound
and radical activism. Formed by and for QTIBPOC (Queer, Trans and Intersex Black and People
of Colour), B.O.S.S. challenges the dominant norms of sound-system culture across the African
diaspora through club nights, art installations, technical workshops and creative commissions. Recent
projects include live events at Somerset House, and a Lux/ICO film commission Collective Hum,
documenting the polyphony of collectivity. The jury praised B.O.S.S.’s live performances and their
commitment to community, including an online 24-hour fundraising rave, organised in part by
members of the collective.
COOKING SECTIONS
Cooking Sections is a London-based duo examining the systems that organise the world through
food. Using installation, performance and video, they explore the overlapping boundaries between art,
architecture, ecology and geopolitics. The jury applauded the ingenuity of their long-term
CLIMAVORE project asking how our diet can respond to the climate emergency. Recent work has
included a sound, light and sculpture installation at Tate Britain in 2020 reflecting on salmon farming,
as well as an ongoing installation-performance in the Isle of Skye which sees an underwater oyster
table turn into a community dining space at low tide.
GENTLE/RADICAL
Gentle/Radical is a project based in Cardiff run by artists, community workers, performers, faith
practitioners, writers and others, advocating for art as a tool for social change. They create real and
virtual spaces for communities in Wales to engage with culture. The jury admired their deep

commitment to the hyper-local community of Riverside in which they are based. Recent activities
include Doorstep Revolution, an ongoing project to share neighbourhood stories during lockdown; and
the Gentle/Radical Film Club, a pop-up cinema space for diverse communities to engage in dialogues
around the urgent issues of our time through independent film.
PROJECT ART WORKS
Project Art Works is a collective of neurodiverse artists and makers based in Hastings. They explore
art through collaborative practice with, for and by neurominorities and disseminate their work through
exhibitions, events, films and digital platforms. Recent projects include the film Illuminating the
Wilderness 2019, which follows members of the collective with their families and carers exploring a
remote Scottish glen. The jury praised their continuing work through the pandemic, both online and in
a residency at Hastings Contemporary where passers-by could still encounter work by the collective
through the windows of the closed gallery.
One of the world’s best-known prizes for the visual arts, the Turner Prize aims to promote public
debate around new developments in contemporary British art. Established in 1984, the prize is named
after the radical British painter JMW Turner (1775-1851). The Turner Prize winner is awarded £25,000
with £10,000 going to each of the others shortlisted.
The members of the Turner Prize 2021 jury are Aaron Cezar, Director, Delfina Foundation; Kim
McAleese, Programme Director, Grand Union; Russell Tovey, Actor; and Zoé Whitley, Director,
Chisenhale Gallery. The jury is chaired by Alex Farquharson, Director, Tate Britain.
Turner Prize 2021 is supported by the AKO Foundation, with additional support from The John
Browne Charitable Trust and Lance Uggla.
For press information about Tate and the Turner Prize contact Tate’s Press Office: Email
kitty.malton@tate.org.uk or call +44(0)7590598293
For press information about Turner Prize 2021 and Herbert Art Gallery and Museum contact Bolton &
Quinn: Email dennis@boltonquinn.com or call +44(0)20 7221 5000
NOTES TO EDITORS
Neurodiverse is a term used to acknowledge different states of understanding and living in the world.
Neurodivergence and neurominorities are terms that embrace autistic people and/or those who have
learning or intellectual disabilities.
Herbert Art Gallery & Museum
Herbert Art Gallery & Museum is an award-winning gallery and museum situated in the cultural heart
of Coventry. The Herbert has a large and wide-ranging collection including social history,
archaeology, natural history and art. There are around 6,000 works in the Herbert's visual arts
collection, the earliest of which is an Elizabethan portrait attributed to Lucas de Heere. British life and
landscape feature in canvases by LS Lowry, Stanley Spencer, David Bomberg, Paul Nash and
George Shaw. The Gallery collects new and recent art in a variety of media and styles, currently
developing a collection of art on the themes of conflict, peace and reconciliation. Temporary exhibition
spaces have hosted collections from museums nationally and internationally. The Herbert has
recently undergone a vast redevelopment in preparation for Coventry UK City of Culture, enabling the
gallery to display more works and major world-class exhibitions. Further information:
theherbert.org/about/default.aspx
Culture Coventry Trust (CCT) – which operates the Herbert Art Gallery & Museum – receives regular
public funding from Coventry City Council and Arts Council England. CCT has also received
additional funding from Coventry City Council and Arts Council England (through the National Lottery)
to support the delivery of its UK City of Culture programme, including the Turner Prize.
Coventry UK City of Culture 2021

Coventry UK City of Culture 2021 will commence on 15 May 2021, running for 12 months. The 365day cultural programme will reflect Coventry as a diverse, modern city, demonstrating that culture is a
force that changes lives. Coventry is known internationally as a city of welcome, a city of activists and
pioneers, peace and reconciliation, innovation, and invention, and now a City of Culture.
Coventry is the city where movement began, from innovation in the transport industry to a history of
welcome, it has moved people for centuries. For a whole year, Coventry will celebrate with events,
music, dance, theatre, and large-scale spectacle. As well as these big celebrations, it will show its
unexpected side, with more intimate experiences and ways to get involved in every neighbourhood.
And it’s not just Coventry. This epic celebration will also witness the entire region getting involved and
benefitting from the opportunities that being City of Culture brings. It will be co-created with the people
of Coventry and bring about long-term social, economic, and cultural benefits.
Coventry UK City of Culture 2021 is grateful for the support of their Partners and Champions.
Coventry2021.co.uk

